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Electrophysiology: Neurons are tuned

Funahashi et al., J. Neurophys.,1989
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Saccade cue
Colby et al, J. Neurophys, 1996

Electrophysiology: persistent activity

200 ms
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Multiple stimuli
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Multiple stimuli

Two objects
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Multiple stimuli

Two objects

One object
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Multiple stimuli

Two objects

One object
or two?
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Multiple stimuli: neural activity

Reynolds et al. (1999)

V4
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Neural activity is normalized
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Multiple stimuli
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Multiple stimuli

Rollenhagen and Olson (2005)
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Multiple stimuli

Rollenhagen and Olson (2005)

Neural activity has Oscillations
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Ambiguous stimuli: rivalry
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Binocular Rivalry

Perception alternates
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Rivalry: psychophysics

• Dominance intervals are not correlated

• Statistics of intervals obey Gamma-like 
distribution

• Decreasing contrast to one image increases 
dominance time of other image (Levelt’s 
propositions)

• synchronized contrast reduction with suppressed 
eye lengthens dominance time (Mueller-Blake 
experiment)
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Neural activity correlated to percept

L & L (1996)
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source: www.michaelbach.de

Ambiguous stimuli - winner-take-all
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source: www.richardgregory.org

Ambiguous stimuli - winner-take-all
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Winner-take-all: neural activity

Chelazzi et al. 1993 
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Neural mechanisms?

Normalization

Winner-take-all

Oscillations/Rivalry
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Logothetis, 2008

Canonical 
(micro)-cortical 

circuit
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Logothetis, 2008

recurrent excitation
AMPA, NMDA

Canonical 
(micro)-cortical 

circuit
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Logothetis, 2008

recurrent excitation
AMPA, NMDA

lateral inhibition
GABA

Canonical 
(micro)-cortical 

circuit
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from slowly and rapidly firing afferents, syn-
aptic depression increases the sensitivity of
cortical neurons to small rate changes and
other fluctuations in afferent firing patterns
that could not otherwise be detected.

Intracortical synapses display several
forms of facilitation and depression (1–3).
We have measured and characterized syn-
aptic transmission along a major excitatory
pathway (layer 4 to layer 2/3) in slices of rat
primary visual cortex (3, 4). Upon repeated
stimulation, the predominant form of short-
term plasticity displayed by these synapses is
depression that develops over the first few
action potentials and recovers in less than a
second. Figure 1A shows the onset of de-
pression and Fig. 1B the steady-state ampli-
tude as a function of rate for field potentials
evoked by repetitive stimulation. Both ex-
tracellular and intracellular recordings of
responses to fixed-rate and random Poisson
spike trains were used to construct a model
of depression at these synapses (5) that
accurately fits the experimental results for
both random and fixed-rate spike trains. In
the model, short-term depression is de-
scribed by decrementing the amplitude of
the postsynaptic response by a multiplica-
tive factor f, falling in the range of 0.65 ⌃
f ⌃ 0.86, whenever the presynaptic neuron
fires an action potential. Between action
potentials, the amplitude recovers exponen-
tially back toward its initial value with time
constant ⌦, with 200 ms ⌃ ⌦ ⌃ 600 ms (6).
For constant input firing rate r, the normal-
ized steady-state amplitude A(r) (Fig. 1B)
decreased as a function of r and was approx-
imately proportional to 1/r for large rates
(7).

With depressing synapses, the total
steady-state synaptic conductance resulting
from a set of afferents firing at rate r is
proportional to rA(r) (if we make the ap-
proximation that synapses add linearly), the
product of the rate and the steady-state
amplitude (Fig. 1B, dashed curve). At high
rates where A(r) � 1/r, this approaches a
constant value and the total steady-state
synaptic conductance arising from multiple
depressing synapses loses its dependence on
rate (8). This loss of sensitivity to sustained
rates is accompanied by an increase in the
sensitivity to abrupt changes in rate. If a
steady presynaptic firing rate r changes sud-
denly by an amount  r, the first action
potentials at the new rate will be transmit-
ted with amplitude A(r) before depression
further modifies synaptic strength. Thus,
the magnitude of the transient synaptic
conductance will be proportional to  rA(r).
Because A(r) decreases as a function of rate,
afferents that are firing rapidly are deem-
phasized relative to those firing slowly. Spe-
cifically, because A(r) is roughly propor-
tional to 1/r, the transient synaptic conduc-

tance evoked by a rate change  r is approx-
imately proportional to  r/r. This is
reminiscent of the Weber-Fechner law in
psychophysics stating that the perceived
magnitude of a change  I in the intensity I
of a stimulus is proportional to  I/I (9).
Synaptic depression realizes a similar We-
ber-Fechner relation at the level of individ-
ual synapses. This produces a transient syn-
aptic response roughly proportional to the
percentage change of the input firing rate.

Experimental data verified that the am-
plitudes of transient synaptic responses
evoked by constant percentage changes of
input firing rates are insensitive to rate for
rates above about 10 Hz (Fig. 1C). In this
range, the transient response amplitude was
indeed proportional to the fractional
change  r/r of the stimulation rate; the
amplitude for  r/r � 1 was twice as big as
that for  r/r � 0.5 (Fig. 1C). By contrast,
fixed-amplitude rate changes produced re-
sponses that decreased as a function of rate
(Fig. 1D). Without synaptic depression, the
response would be constant for fixed-ampli-
tude rate changes and would grow linearly
with rate for fixed percentage changes.

To study the gain control provided by
synaptic depression, we constructed a model
integrate-and-fire neuron (10) with half its
synapses receiving action potentials at a
high rate (100 Hz) and half at a low rate (10
Hz). The responses of the model neuron to
a 2-Hz modulation of the firing rates of each
set of afferents (Fig. 2A) show the equaliz-

ing effects of synaptic depression. Without
depressing synapses, 50% modulation of the
rapidly firing afferents affected the firing
output of the model neuron, but 50% mod-
ulation of the slowly firing afferents did not
(Fig. 2B). With synaptic depression, 50%
modulation of either the rapidly or slowly
firing inputs had a strong impact on the
response of the neuron (Fig. 2C). As well as
amplifying the effect of large percentage
changes on slowly firing afferents, synaptic
depression allows small percentage fluctua-
tions of rapidly firing inputs to be ignored.
This is important because random fluctua-
tions of high average firing rates involve
large absolute variations (11). The same
⇥5-Hz modulation that strongly affected
the neuronal response when it occurred on
slowly firing afferents (Fig. 2C, middle pan-
el) had no observable effect when applied
to the rapidly firing inputs (Fig. 2C, right
panel).

Despite the reduction of synaptic
strength at sustained high presynaptic rates,
neurons with depressing synapses can still
exhibit selective steady-state responses. Al-
though depressing synapses collectively
convey little information about the magni-
tude of high presynaptic firing rates, infor-
mation about which afferents are firing rap-
idly is not lost, and this is sufficient for
selectivity. We computed the steady-state
firing rate of a neuron that is selectively
tuned to the value of a variable x represent-
ing some encoded attribute of a sensory

Fig. 1. Experimental re-
sults and fits of the model
for synaptic depression.
(A) Depression of synaptic
responses during repeti-
tive stimulation. Filled cir-
cles indicate normalized
average field potential am-
plitudes evoked by 11
consecutive stimuli at 20
Hz. Error bars are stan-
dard deviations over five
repetitions. The solid curve
is the fit of the model.
Mean responses are
shown in the inset (scale:
200 ⇤V, 5 ms). The three
downward deflections in
each trace were identified
in separate experiments (3, 4) as a stimulus artifact, an antidromic response, and an excitatory synaptic
response. The amplitude of the antidromic response does not change systematically over the course of
the stimulations, indicating that the effectiveness of axonal stimulation was constant. (B) The normalized
steady-state amplitude of field potentials after 15 stimuli at rates from 1 to 100 Hz. The plotted points are
from five separate experiments, and error bars indicate standard deviations over five trials. The solid curve
is the fit of the model. The dashed curve (right-hand axis) shows the product of the steady-state amplitude
times the stimulation rate. (C and D) After repetitive stimulation at rate r, the stimulation rate was increased
to r ⌥  ⇧. The plotted points show the change in the product of the amplitude of the field potential times
the rate of stimulation. (C) Results and fit of the model for constant percentage rate changes ( ⇧⌅⇧�
constant). Filled circles show the results for  ⇧⌅⇧� 1 and open diamonds for  ⇧⌅⇧� 0.5. Solid and dashed
curves are the corresponding model fits. (D) Same as in (C), but for fixed amplitude rate changes ( ⇧�
constant). Filled circles show the results for  ⇧� 10 Hz and open diamonds for  ⇧� 5 Hz.
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Synaptic depression

Spike frequency
adaptation

Habituation
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Pooled connectivity
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Spatially structured connectivity
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Cue

Eye direction
0˚                           180˚ 0˚                           180˚

Off

Single 
stimulus

Gutkin et al. (2001)
Laing and Chow (2001)
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Cue

Eye direction
0˚                           180˚ 0˚                           180˚

Off

Single 
stimulus

Gutkin et al. (2001)
Laing and Chow (2001)
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Cue

Eye direction
0˚                           180˚ 0˚                           180˚

Off

Single 
stimulus

Gutkin et al. (2001)
Laing and Chow (2001)

working
memory
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Multiple Stimuli: model

Normalization

Winner-take-all

Oscillations
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Increase net inhibition
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Normalization

Oscillations

Winner-take-all

Moldakarimov et al. (2005)

Two inputs: Increase inhibition
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mean firing 
rate

inhibition

Normalization: model

Moldakarimov et al. (2005)
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Oscillation 
frequency

inhibition

Oscillations: Model

Moldakarimov et al. (2005)
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ModelData
5Hz oscillations: model

Moldakarimov et al. (2005)
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Rivalry is stochastic 
without noise input

Chaotic dynamics 
due to heterogeneity 
of network

 Rivalry: model

Laing and Chow (2002)
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Dominance times uncorrelated: model

Laing and Chow (2002)
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• model with decay of inhibition to a noisy (Normal 
distributed) threshold

• γ and κ are the coefficient of variance of the 
initial condition a0 and threshold θ

PDF ⇠ g2e�T/t

(g2 +k2e�2T/t)3/2

exp

 
�e�2T/t

2(g2 +k2e�2T/t)

!

a(T ) = a0e�T/t = q

 Dominance Time Distribution: model
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f (t) = λr/Γ(r)tr�1 exp(�λt) λ= 2.3593 and r = 6.7381

Laing and Chow (2002)

 Dominance Time Distribution: model
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1) Increasing the stimulus strength in one eye will 
increase the predominance of the stimulus

2) Increasing the stimulus strength in one eye will not 
affect the average duration of dominance in that eye

3) Increasing the stimulus strength in one eye will 
increase the rivalry alternation rate

4) Increasing the stimulus strength in both eyes will 
increase the rivalry alternation rate

Levelt’s Four propositions
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Rivalry: psychophysics

Leopold and Logothetis (1996)

Dominance time 
distribution

Levelt’s 2nd 
Proposition
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Levelt’s 2nd: model

• Strength of one 
input is reduced 
(other is fixed)

• Duration of opposite 
image is increased

• Obeys Levelt’s 2nd 
proposition

Laing and Chow (2002)
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Changing angle between bars: model

• As angles of gratings 
approach each other, 
dominance duration 
increases until images 
fuse

Laing and Chow (2002)
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Mueller and Blake experiment (1989)

• Contrast synchronized 
to dominance or 
suppression

Laing and Chow (2002)
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Reduced Rate model
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Reduced Rate model

• ui is the activity level of pool i

• ai is the adaptation level

• bi is the depressing synaptic weight

taȧi = ui�ai

u̇i = f (Ii�b ju j�ai)�ui

tdḃ j = g j� (1+fui)b j
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Reduced Rate model

taȧi = ui�ai

u̇i = f (Ii�b ju j�ai)�ui

tdḃ j = g j� (1+fui)b j
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Bifurcation Diagram: Reduced Model

Moldakarimov et al. 2005
Inhibition Strength

Normalization

Oscillations

Winner-take-all
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Bifurcation diagram for varying inhibition 
and input current

Inhibition

In
pu

t

Moldakarimov et al. 2005
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Normalization: Reduced Model

Can derive conditions for normalization

Moldakarimov et al. 2005
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Rivalry: Mechanisms

• Release: dominance duration is time it takes 
active neurons to fatigue and cease firing

• Escape: dominance duration is time it takes 
suppressed neurons to overcome inhibition

• For Levelt’s 2nd proposition to hold, mechanism 
must be escape
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Release: adaptation

uL aL
uR
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Escape: adaptation

uL aL
uR
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Escape: depression

uL bL

uR bR
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Rivalry: moving nullclines

taȧi = ui�ai

u̇i = f (Ii�b ju j�ai)�ui

tdḃ j = g j� (1+fui)b j
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Rivalry: moving nullclines

taȧL = uL�aL taȧR = uR�aR

tdḃL = gL� (1+fuL)bL tdḃR = gR� (1+fuR)bR

uL = f(IL + cLuL � bLuR � aL) uR = f(IR + cRuR � bRuL � aR)
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Escape Release

Moving Nullclines
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Estimates of mean dominance times:

T = t log

✓
I�b

b+1� I

◆

Ti = t log

✓
I j�b

b+1� Ii

◆

Levelt’s 2nd proposition

Laing and Chow (2002)

Levelt’s 4th proposition

Heaviside gain
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Estimates of mean dominance times:

T = t log

✓
I�b

b+1� I

◆

Ti = t log

✓
I j�b

b+1� Ii

◆

Levelt’s 2nd proposition

Laing and Chow (2002)

Levelt’s 4th proposition
but...

Heaviside gain
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Levelt’s 4th proposition: 
mutual inhibition model
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Violation of Levelt’s 4th  

Shpiro et al. 2007
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Violation of Levelt’s 4th  

Shpiro et al. 2007
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Mutual inhibition
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Include recurrent
 excitation

Mutual inhibition
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Include recurrent
 excitation

Mutual inhibition
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Include recurrent
 excitation

Seely and Chow, 2011

Mutual inhibition
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Include recurrent
 excitation

Seely and Chow, 2011

WTA regimeMutual inhibition
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Competition with background
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Competition with background
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Competition with background

Seely and Chow, 2011
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Predicts hysteresis between
“background” and rivalry

Competition with background

Seely and Chow, 2011
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Neural disorders and behavior
Genes: ion channels, synapses, ...
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Neural disorders and behavior
Genes: ion channels, synapses, ...

Disorders: cognitive, behavioral level
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e.g. autism, schizophrenia, ADHD, addiction, ...

Neural disorders and behavior
Genes: ion channels, synapses, ...

Disorders: cognitive, behavioral level
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Synaptic function

Autism Spectrum Disorders

Genotype

Social, Language, Perseveration

Phenotype

- decreased inhibition i.e. GABA
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Synaptic function

Autism Spectrum Disorders

Genotype

Social, Language, Perseveration

Phenotype

- decreased inhibition i.e. GABA

Sub-phenotype
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Synaptic function

- Deficits in visual saccade task

Autism Spectrum Disorders

Genotype

Social, Language, Perseveration

Phenotype

- decreased inhibition i.e. GABA

Sub-phenotype
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Fixation cue Saccade target

Memory guided saccade task

hypometria = undershoot
dysmetria = variance

latency

Saccade target

Increased in ASD}
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Time →

Typical Autistic

Decrease in inhibition (GABA)→

Vattikuti and Chow, Biological Psychiatry (2010)
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Time →
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Fixation Cue

Decrease in inhibition (GABA)→

Vattikuti and Chow, Biological Psychiatry (2010)
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Time →

AutisticTypical

Decrease in inhibition (GABA)→

Vattikuti and Chow, Biological Psychiatry (2010)

Saccade target
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Time →
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Decrease in inhibition (GABA)→
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Time →

Typical Autistic

Increased 
hypometria

Decrease in inhibition (GABA)→

Vattikuti and Chow, Biological Psychiatry (2010)

Saccade target

Ey
e 
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Time →

Typical Autistic

Increased 
hypometria

Decrease in inhibition (GABA)→

Vattikuti and Chow, Biological Psychiatry (2010)

Saccade target

Ey
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}
Increased 
dysmetria
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Classification scheme for neural disorders

NMDA GABA AMPA

Hypometria Dysmetria Latency

cortical circuit

sub-phenotype

genes

phenotype
ASD

environment
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Classification scheme for neural disorders

NMDA GABA AMPA

Hypometria Dysmetria Latency

cortical circuit

sub-phenotype

genes

phenotype
ADHD

environment
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